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Description of Type Section Located within NTS 73D

The type section is located in the south-central part of the map area, near the town of Wainwright, Alberta.

Background

The map shows the bedrock geology of the Wainwright Area, as indicated by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The bedrock geology is depicted using a color-coded legend, with each color representing a different rock type or geological formation. The map is designed to provide a comprehensive view of the bedrock geology in the area, including major rock types such as granite, basalt, and sandstone.

Approach

The bedrock geology was determined using a variety of methods, including field mapping, aerial photography, and geophysical surveys. The map was created using digital data and traditional mapping techniques to provide a detailed representation of the bedrock geology in the area.
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Disclaimer

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the data used in the creation of this map, no guarantee is given that the information is up-to-date or completely accurate. Users are advised to consult local authorities or professional geoscientists for the most current and reliable information on bedrock geology in the Wainwright Area.
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